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Abstract
In future Internet, live streaming application with
the support of multicast will be one of killer
applications. If a host has multiple wireless interfaces,
a new scheme should be proposed to select most
appropriate wireless access network to maximize user
satisfaction and ISP’s profit at the same time. Our
scheme exhibits shorter service disruption time and
consumes ISP’s network resources efficiently.
Especially, the faster users move, the higher users’
satisfaction level grows when compared with other
schemes.

1. Introduction
Recently, IP multicast is revisited because many
applications are emerging which need the support of
multicast [1]. Heterogeneity of radio access networks
will be also prevalent in future Internet and almost
every mobile host will have multiple radio interfaces,
which will pose many challenges on how to select the
most appropriate access network in terms of user
satisfaction and system resource efficiency.
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We combine the above two functions into a single
value to quantify user satisfaction and we will use this
value as the criteria for access network selection. In
following equation (3), tiH is i-th horizontal handoff
delay and tV is vertical handoff delay.
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System resource usage can be simply estimated by
bandwidth usage, but in wireless environments, each
wireless technology has unique coverage area
coupled with bandwidth. So, for the comparison we
developed a ‘normalized network resource’ metric:
Session Bandwidth / Capacity * Area / # of Users (4)
Table 1. Network selection algorithm

2. Proposed Scheme
Our goal is to devise an optimal wireless access
network selection scheme for live streaming multicast
services to maximize user satisfaction and system
profit at the same time.
User satisfactory level is directly impacted by
available bandwidth and handoff delay. The degree of
satisfaction of bandwidth requirement is given by the
bandwidth utility function as follows, where K is
constant (0.62086) and b is bandwidth [2].

U (b) = 1 − e

Service degradation function is given as follows in
equation (2), where σ is a constant that has a larger
value for non-real time applications and smaller value
for real time applications [3]. We set the value as 8.37.
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Another factor of user satisfaction is dependent on
handoff latency caused by user’s mobility. Satisfactory
level decreases as handoff latency, th increases.

When a call request (including user preferences
(Max/Min BW, moving speed)) arrives
list the available access networks with 2 attributes (User
Satisfaction S, Normalized Network Resource R)
if (there's no multicast session)
select access network (AN) for maximum
(S/R)
else if (there's already a multicast session only on one
AN)
if (S >= S_lower_bound) select that AN
else select AN for maximum (S/R)
else if (there's multiple sessions through multiple ANs)
select AN for maximum S
end if

Table 1 shows ourr network seelection algoorithm,
mply.
which caan be implemeented quite sim

3. Simu
ulation Results and Diiscussions
Table 2. User proffiles
Proffile
A
B
C
D

Av
verage Speed
6 km/h
6 km/h
120 km/h
120 km/h

Number off Users
10
100
10
100

mprovement of
o our
We annalyze the peerformance im
scheme in
i terms of thhe normalizedd network resource
and servvice disruptioon time. Thrree other schemes
comparedd to ours are MaxUtility, MaxUtility·SD
M
D, and
MinResoource. MaxUttility selects the
t access neetwork
which maximizes
m
thhe bandwidthh utility funnction,
whereas MaxUtility·SD
D additionally
y considers haandoff
delay ussing the prodduct of the utility and service
s
degradatiion function. MinResourcee chooses the access
network that keeps thee total networrk usage minim
mized.
Resource scheeme is
In terms of network reesource, MinR
optimal.
d
Fig. 1 shows the tottal service dissruption time during
a sessionn service time (30 minutes) under user profiles
in Table 2. Our schem
me shows shorttest delay undder any
profiles. Especially unnder profile D with high speed
u
our sccheme substaantially
mobility and dense users,
outperforrms three otheer schemes.
Fig. 2 shows the no
ormalized network resourrces of
the fourr schemes. For all caases, our sccheme
significaantly
outp
performs
MaxUtility
M
and
MaxUtility·SD. Sin
nce both MaxUtility and
ndwidth utiliity of
MaxUtility·SD consiider the ban
ume more netw
work resource than
each useer, they consu
our scheeme and MiinResource. In particularr, our
scheme highlights iits performan
nce gain in
n user
profile B and D, whicch have dense user distrib
bution.
Obviously, MinReso
ource is th
he best, sin
nce it
minimizees the total network usaage. Howeveer, our
scheme exhibits near optimal efficiency of
o the
MinReso
ource schemee.
In con
nclusion, ou
ur scheme presents
p
bestt user
satisfactiion in terms of service disruption
d
tim
me and
consumees near optiimal system
m resource usage.
u
Satisfacttory level grrows even higher
h
when users
move wiith high speed
d.
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